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A B S T R A C T   

Background: Biopsies are widely used for diagnosing metastatic tumors in the bone and soft tissues; however, 
their usefulness and limitations remain unclear. 
Patients and methods: Biopsies of patients (13 men, 8 women, mean age 76 years) with metastatic tumors in the 
bone (19 patients) and soft tissues (2 patients) were reviewed retrospectively. Investigators surveyed the lesion 
sites, medical histories, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) Performance Status (PS), biopsy sites, 
methods, comorbidities, diagnoses, treatments, and outcomes. 
Results: Five patients had multiple lesions, and 16 patients had one lesion. The ECOG PS scores were PS0 (11 
patients), PS1 (7 patients), PS2 (2 patients), and PS3 (1 patient). Biopsy sites included pelvic bone (6 cases), rib 
bone (5 cases), spinal vertebra (7 cases), soft tissue of the shoulder (2 cases), and inner retroperitoneum (1 case). 
Diagnostic methods included open biopsy (8 patients), core needle biopsy under general (7 patients) or local (3 
patients) anesthesia, and computed tomography–guided core needle biopsy under local anesthesia (3 patients). 
Histology indicated hematological malignancies (9 cases); breast cancer (3 patients); lung cancer, renal cell 
cancer, cancer of unknown primary (2 cases each); prostate cancer, endometrial (uterine) cancer, and myxoid 
liposarcoma (1 case each). The primary site identification rate was 90.5%. Outcomes included three patients 
“dead of disease.“ 
Conclusion: Biopsies are useful for early diagnosis and for the scrutiny of primary lesions of metastatic bone and 
soft tissue tumors. If the primary tumor is still unknown after biopsy, evidence-based treatment should be 
initiated promptly.   

1. Introduction 

Nearly one in three patients with advanced malignancy have distant 
metastases at the time of clinical diagnosis [1]. Bone is the third most 
frequent site of metastasis for a wide range of solid cancers, including 
lung, breast, prostate, colorectal, thyroid, gynecologic cancers, and 
melanoma. Approximately 70% of patients with metastatic prostate and 
breast cancers have bone metastases [2]. Additionally, soft tissue me-
tastases are rare, but may present as an initial finding [3,4]. These facts 
indicate that the metastasis of cancer to musculoskeletal sites has clin-
ical significance. 

Biopsies of the bone and soft tissues are often performed to confirm 
the primary site of cancer [4,5]. There are various types of biopsy 
techniques, including needle biopsy, incisional biopsy, and excisional 
biopsy [5–7]. Although some evidence exists on the effectiveness of 
biopsies for diagnosis, biopsies do not lead to definitive diagnoses [8]. 

Thus, the utility and limitations of biopsy procedures for the diagnosis of 
metastatic bone and soft tissue tumors have remained unclear [9]. In the 
current study, we conducted a retrospective analysis using data of pa-
tients treated at our department for bone or soft tissue metastases, 
wherein we clarified the clinical biopsy results in detail in an effort to 
determine the usefulness and limitations of using biopsy procedures as a 
diagnostic tool. 

2. Patients and Methods 

We retrospectively reviewed the cases of 21 patients at our hospital 
who had undergone biopsy procedures for metastatic tumors in the bone 
and soft tissues to confirm the diagnosis of the primary lesions. Data 
from 13 men and 8 women were included in the analysis. Biopsies had 
been performed on 19 metastatic bone lesions and 2 metastatic soft 
tissue lesions. The mean follow-up period was 6 months (range, 1–63 
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months). We surveyed lesion sites, lesion types, medical histories, 
Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status (PS) 
[10], biopsy sites, biopsy methods, diagnoses, complications after bi-
opsy, treatment modalities, and outcomes. Medical history was obtained 
by interviewing each patient during the outpatient visit. Imaging ex-
aminations were conducted at the main treatment department; addi-
tional imaging examinations, especially computed tomography (CT) 
imaging for biopsy, were conducted as necessary when the patient 
visited our department. All biopsies had been performed for confirming 
the diagnosis of the primary lesions. 

3. Results 

Patient characteristics are presented in Table 1. The mean age was 76 
years (range: 43–92 years). Clinical images depicted 5 patients with 
multiple metastases, and 16 patients with single metastatic lesions. The 
biopsy sites were as follows: pelvic bone (5 cases), rib bone (5 cases), 

lumbar vertebra (5 cases), thoracic vertebra and soft tissue of the 
shoulder (2 cases each), and pubic bone and inner retroperitoneum (1 
case each). 

Lytic lesions were observed in 15 cases, an osteoblastic lesion was 
observed in 1 case, mixed lesions were observed in 3 cases, and soft 
tissue lesions were observed in 2 cases. 

Histological findings included 3 cases of diffuse large B-cell lym-
phoma, 3 cases of multiple myeloma, 3 cases of breast cancer, 2 cases of 
lung cancer, 2 cases of renal cell cancer, 2 cases of cancer of unknown 
primary, 1 case of plasmacytoma, 1 case of Langerhans cell histiocytosis, 
1 case of prostate cancer, 1 case of endometrial cancer of the uterus, and 
1 case of myxoid liposarcoma. The ECOG PS scores were as follows: PS0, 
11 patients; PS1, 7 patients; PS2, 2 patients; and PS3, 1 patient. The 
following biopsy techniques had been used: core needle biopsy under 
general anesthesia (6 cases), open biopsy (9 cases), core needle biopsy 
under local anesthesia (3 cases), and CT-guided core needle biopsy 
under local anesthesia (3 cases). No complications were observed 

Table 1 
Clinical characteristics of patients in the current study.  

Patient 
no. 

Sex Age Lesion site Lesion type History PS Biopsy site Biopsy 
method 

Diagnosis Treatment Outcome 

1 M 68 Both ribs Osteolytic Tuberculosis 0 Right rib Open 
biopsy 

Adenocarcinoma CTp, RT DOD 

2 Ｍ 79 Right rib Mixed – 0 Right rib Open 
biopsy 

Plasmacytoma CTp AWD 

3 Ｍ 76 Right 9th rib and 
left 9th rib 

Osteolytic  0 left 9th rib Open 
biopsy 

Multiple 
myeloma 

CTp AWD 

4 Ｆ 78 3rd lumbar 
vertebra 

Osteolytic HT, Breast 
Cancer 

1 3rd lumbar 
vertebra 

Needle 
(vertebra) 

Breast cancer CTp AWD 

5 M 92 Left soft tissue 
shoulder 

– HT, DM, HT, 
Benign prostatic 
hyperplasia 

1 Left soft tissue 
shoulder 

Needle Lung cancer RT AWD 

6 Ｆ 82 9th thoracic 
vertebra 

Mixed MR 2 9th thoracic 
vertebra 

Needle 
(vertebra) 

DLBCL RT AWD 

7 Ｍ 76 12th thoracic 
vertebra 

Mixed – 2 12th thoracic 
vertebra 

Needle 
(vertebra) 

DLBCL RT AWD 

8 Ｍ 60 5th lumbar 
vertebra 

Osteolytic – 0 5th lumbar 
vertebra 

Needle 
(vertebra) 

LCH CTp CDF 

9 F 69 Right 4th rib Osteolytic – 0 Right 4th rib Open 
biopsy 

Multiple 
myeloma 

– CDF 

10 M 74 Right pubis, lung, 
lumbar vertebra 

Osteolytic HT, DM 0 Right pubis Open 
biopsy 

Renal cancer Immunotherapy AWD 

11 M 80 Pelvic Osteolytic HT, HL 1 Pelvic CT-guided 
needle 
biopsy 

Prostate cancer RT AWD 

12 F 82 pelvic Osteolytic HT, DM 1 Pelvic Open 
biopsy 

Endometrial 
cancer 

CTp AWD 

13 M 75 Left 9th rib Osteolytic DM 0 Left 9th rib Open 
biopsy 

Multiple 
myeloma 

CTp, RT AWD 

14 F 72 Inner 
retroperitoneum 

Osteolytic HT, Breast 
Cancer 

1 Inner 
retroperitoneum 

Open 
biopsy 

Breast Cancer CTp AWD 

15 F 43 1st lumbar 
vertebra 

Osteolytic Breast Cancer 
Colon Cancer 

0 1st lumbar 
vertebra 

Needle 
(vertebra) 

Breast Cancer CTp AWD 

16 F 77 Left soft tissue of 
shoulder 

– DM 0 Left soft tissue of 
shoulder 

Needle DLBCL CTp, RT AWD 

17 M 77 Left pubis Osteoblastic HT 1 Left pubis CT-guided 
needle 
biopsy 

Renal cancer Immunotherapy AWD 

18 M 72 Pelvic Osteolytic Appendicitis 1 Pelvic CT-guided 
needle 
biopsy 

Liposarcoma Heavy ion beam 
therapy 

AWD 

19 Ｍ 72 3rd lumbar 
vertebra 

Osteolytic DM 0 3rd lumbar 
vertebra 

Needle 
(vertebra) 

Lung cancer – DOD 

20 Ｍ 83 Multiple pelvic Osteolytic Hepatitis type C 0 Pelvic Open 
biopsy 

Lymphoma RT AWD 

21 Ｆ 74 7th cervical 
vertebra, 1st and 
2nd thoracic 
vertebra, pelvic 

Osteolytic HT, Uterus 
Cancer, 
pyelonephritis 

3 Pelvic Needle CUP RT DOD 

AWD, alive with disease; CUP, cancer of unknown primary; CT, computed tomography; CTp, chemotherapy; DLBCL, diffuse large B-cell lymphoma; DM, diabetes 
mellitus; DOD, dead of disease; F, female; HL, hyperlipidemia; HT, hypertension; LCH, Langerhans cell histiocytosis; M, male; MR, mitral valve regurgitation; PS, 
performance status; RT, radiation therapy. 
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following the biopsy. The primary site identification rate was 90.5%. 
The treatment instituted was chemotherapy for 7 cases, radiation ther-
apy for 6 cases, chemotherapy and radiation therapy for 3 cases, 
immunotherapy for 2 cases, and heavy particle radiation for 1 case. The 
outcome was 2 cases of continuous disease free (CDF), 16 cases of alive 
with disease (AWD), and 3 cases of dead of disease (DOD). 

In two cases, the primary tumor could not be identified by biopsy; 
both were adenocarcinomas. In one of those cases, the patient’s medical 
history and immunostaining of the primary lesion confirmed that the 
primary tumor was breast cancer (Patient 1, Table 1). The biopsy 
specimen showed sheet-like growth of atypical cells with a broad cyto-
plasm that was pale to acidophilic staining (Fig. 1a). Immunostaining 
analysis revealed estrogen- and progesterone-positive cells (Fig. 1b and 
c), cytokeratin 5/6–positive cells (Fig. 1d), and a high Ki-67 positivity 
rate (Fig. 1e). Three cases of DOD were observed as outcomes. 

One representative case of a single lesion and one of multiple lesions 

are described as follows. A 77-year-old woman underwent core needle 
biopsy of a soft tissue mass on her left shoulder (Fig. 2a: single lesion 
case; Patient 16, Table 1). Pathological results revealed diffuse large B- 
cell lymphoma. 

A 74-year-old man had lytic lesions on the right pubis and lumbar 
vertebra; an incisional biopsy was performed at the right pubis (Fig. 2b 
and c: multiple lesions case; Patient 10, Table 1). Pathological results 
revealed renal carcinoma. 

4. Discussion 

Metastases to the bone reportedly originate from the major sites of 
primary cancer (i.e., breast, prostate, lung, and thyroid) and most 
commonly affect the spine (36.0%), hip (32.8%), and long bones 
(18.3%) [11,12]. Core needle biopsy and fine needle aspiration are 
useful methods for diagnosing metastatic tumors, since they are safe, 

Fig. 1. Histological findings. (a) Hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining. (b) Immunostaining shows estrogen receptor (ER)-positive cells, (c) progesterone receptor 
(PgR)-positive cells, (d) cytokeratin (CK)5/6–positive cells, and (e) Ki-67-positive cells (>30% positivity rate). 
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accurate, minimally invasive, and have high diagnostic significance [5]. 
Among bone metastases, the spine is the most frequently aspirated site 
(49%), followed by the ilium, sacrum, mandible, ribs, and femur [13]. 
Unfortunately, sample volumes obtained from needle biopsies are 
sometimes insufficient [11]. Another diagnostic method, CT-guided 
percutaneous core needle biopsy, is considered a safe and effective 
technique: only 3 complications (1.6%) have been previously reported, 
including fracture, paralysis with functional impairment, and needle 
breakage requiring surgical removal [11]. In contrast to the above-
mentioned techniques, incisional biopsies have been shown to increase 
the risk of lesion metastases [14]. 

In our study, ribs were a relatively common sample collection site (5/ 
21 cases). In all cases, the sample volume was sufficient and useful for 
diagnosis. The PS scores before biopsy did not affect the choice of biopsy 
method nor were they associated with complications. Despite the lack of 
complications, we believe that less invasive biopsy methods should be 
considered. 

Previous studies have shown that the primary site identification rate 
for metastatic bone tumors is 94.1–98.4% [2,11,15], with breast 
(32.1%) and prostate (11.8%) being the most common primary sites 
[11]. In our study, the primary site identification rate for such tumors 
was 90.5% (19/21 cases). This is generally considered effective for the 
detection of primary lesions. Histological results indicated that the most 
common primary lesion was hematologic malignancy (9/21 cases). 

For soft tissue tumors, primary site identification faces certain issues. 
Histologically, the three most common types of epithelial malignancies 

are adenocarcinoma, undifferentiated carcinoma, and poorly differen-
tiated carcinoma. The remaining 10% are squamous cell carcinoma, 
neuroendocrine carcinoma, and rare histological types [16]. Definitive 
diagnosis of the primary tumor depends largely on the immunostaining 
technique used [17]. Although immunostaining with cytokeratin 7 and 
20 can narrow down the list to some extent, it is often difficult to esti-
mate the primary organ of adenocarcinoma from histology alone [17]. 
Similarly, in the current study, the primary site for two adenocarci-
nomas could not be confirmed via biopsy; in one of those cases, the 
primary site was confirmed by reviewing the patient’s history. For such 
cases, the diagnosis should be based on clinical features and findings, 
including past medical history. 

Cancer of unknown primary (CUP) accounts for 2–3% of all epithelial 
malignancies [18]. Typical treatment for CUP includes a combination of 
platinum and paclitaxel; however, the level of evidence for this treat-
ment strategy is low [18]. Gemcitabine (alone or in combination with 
platinum/paclitaxel) has recently been used as alternative therapy for 
the treatment of CUP [18]; nevertheless, the prognosis for CUP remains 
extremely poor [19]. In the current study, one patient was treated with 
chemotherapy consisting of carboplatin and paclitaxel, but the outcome 
at the final follow-up period (49 months after biopsy) was DOD. The 
other DOD patient in the study had poor PS and had undergone pallia-
tive irradiation only, resulting in death from disease at 3 months 
following the biopsy. Therefore, CUP treatment should be initiated as 
early as possible. 

Fig. 2. Representative cases of a single lesion and multiple lesions. Patient 16, single lesion: accumulation can be observed on the left shoulder (a). Patient 10, 
multiple lesions: accumulation can be observed on the right pubis (b) and lumbar vertebra (c). Red arrows indicate the lesions. . (For interpretation of the references 
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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4.1. Limitations 

The current study’s limitations include its small number of cases and 
the possibility of bias owing to its retrospective descriptive design. The 
follow-up period was short; however, considering the poor prognosis of 
metastatic bone tumors and that our median follow-up period was six 
months, we believe that the length of the study period was adequate for 
determining its objectives. 

5. Conclusion 

While some of our patients’ primary lesions were identified based on 
clinical rather than biopsy results, and although a few of the primary 
lesions remained unidentified, our findings do support that biopsies are 
generally useful for diagnosing bone and soft tissue metastases and for 
identifying their primary site. Therefore, we believe that tumor biopsies 
(together with close interdepartmental collaboration) can improve pa-
tient outcomes by enabling prompt diagnosis and appropriate treatment. 
Future analytical studies are recommended to explore the full potential 
of this diagnostic tool. 
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